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lAREAS OF NEEDS, NSS
developing students’ communication, engagement & experiences
Art Long Term Plan NSS

FOCUS /ARGET AREAS
PEOPLE &
COMMUNITIES/MAKING
RELATIONSHIPS
SOCIAL SKILLS
TOTAL COMMUNICATION

COMMUNITY
The world around us,
environment & society

(Charlotte)
(Eliane)

TOPICS/TERMS

Listening & Attention
Skills/listening games;

FOCUS/TARGET AREAS
ATTENTION & LISTENING SKILLS
TOTAL COMMUNICATION
SOCIAL SKILLS
MOVING & HANDLING – FINE
MOTOR SKILLS

CREATIVITY/SENSORY &
COMMUNICATION
(Olga)

MULTI SENSORY
EXPLORATION:
Touch, smell, taste

(each half term combine
elements of the following)

TERM 1
‘My Senses’

(exploration
realisation
anticipation
persistence
initiation*)

TERM 2:
‘Finding…
Me’

(exploration
realisation
anticipation
persistence
initiation*)

1. COLOURS IN THE
COMMUNITY:

learning the names of
colours by looking in real
objects, pictures, identify
the colours I objects
around the school
(classroom, playground
etc).
Specific topics e.g.,
everyday objects that have
certain colours (apple is
red, banana is yellow etc)
(link with food tech)

2.

Social Skills – role play,
Learning about my
body, be able to point
the facial features on
them onto other people
, in pictures of portrait
etc.
-Van Gogh, Frida Kahlo

1. Touch paint,
fingerpaint, paint with
brushes to explore
their sensory, identify,
point (with assistance
or not) the correct
colour to create
mountains, sea, sun ,
sky etc related art
projects to Geography
–. (Also links to Geography)

CELEBRATIONS
(Christmas, Chinese New
Year etc. –
(also links to RE)
-Jackson Pollock

2.Sensory exploration
Use fingerpaint,
paintbrushes etc to create
marks (lines, dots, shapes)
etc) that could represent
the facial features and
body features
(link with math)
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FOCUS/TARGET AREAS
SOCIAL SKILLS
HEALTH
MOVING & HANDLING –
PHYSICAL DEVELOPMENT

MY BODY

MY NEEDS:
1.Personal Care
(Zee)
2.Physical (Ricardo)

PERSONAL CARE
Personal Hygiene
Washing

FOCUS /TARGET AREAS
SELF-AWARENESS
SELF-CONFIDENCE
RELATIONSHIPS
SOCIAL SKILLS
TOTAL
COMMUNICATION

PERSONAL
DEVELOPMENT
(Latifa)
SELF DEVELOPMENT
& PERSONAL SKILLS

PHYSICAL
DEVELOPMENT:
1)Painting with
various objects
that can develop
their gross and fine
motor skills. Paint
by slide an object,
copy an action.
Learn how to tidy
up , wash paint
brush etc follow
instructions and
create a routine

1)to learn step by step
how to choose things,
colours, activities they
like or dislike. To use
expressions, sounds,
words, gestures to
communicate.
Identify the colours
and link them with
their feelings. How am
I feeling?
(happy , sad, angry etc
)
(link with PSHE)

2. Personal care

2. SELF

To learn how to tidy
up, wash
paintbrushes pots
etc

DEVELOPMENT
& PERSONAL SKILLS
Be able to identify in
pictures and later in
real people feelings,
when someone is
happy, sad , angry etc

3.
Term 3:
My world
‘Let’s get
busy’

(exploration
realisation
anticipation
persistence
initiation*)

ENVIRONMENT/NATURE:

RECYCLING – pick up
natural elements
(leaves, bear fruits,
sand etc ) to create
collage they can
explore textures etc,
recycling materials or
junk for modelling
(links with D&T).

FOREST
SCHOOL/SENSORY
GARDEN: planting,
making nests, create a
cairn, a hotel bug,
microhabitats, bird
feeding, making flower
crowns, magic wands,
etc.

3. Printing - experience:
using nature elements
for simple printing
Can you do the same?
Copying skills, explore
materials.
-Georgia O’ Keeffe
•
•
•
•
•
•

Tactile exploration
Mark Making
Visual Awareness
Water
Sand
Construction

3. Personal care
To be able to wash
and throw things in
the bin.
Identify where the
bin is in the art room
etc

3. Self
development
and personal
skills
To be able to choose
by using sounds,
gestures, words
which is their
favourite flower,
plant etc, to learn
how to plant
flowers, to smell etc
(link with PSHE)

COMMUNICATION
THROUGH:
Intensive Interaction
Attention Autism
Sensory exploration
Objects exploration

*The Engagement Model 5 Areas of Engagement for NSS students*
The engagement model has 5 areas of engagement, these are:
• Exploration
• Realisation
ERAPI (you can use as an acronym to help you remember)
• Anticipation
• Persistence
• Initiation
Each of the 5 areas are interrelated and should be used when assessing pupils who are not engaged in subjectspecific study NSS. Each area can provide a focus on how well pupils are achieving a specific outcome or
individual development target as set out in their EHC plans. Look at each pupil’s engagement in different
activities or tasks. Engagement is a pre-requisite to cognition and learning. Cognition and learning results in
progress.
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